**NE Print Media**
- NE42 Printmaking and engraving
- NE70 Sales catalogs
- NE90 Catalogue raisonné
- NE400 History of printmaking
- NE830 General works
- NE951 Special subjects
- NE1000 Wood engraving
- NE1400 Metal engraving
- NE1940 Etching and aquatint
- NE2295 Lithography

**NK Decorative Arts**
- NK600 History
- NK1160 Decoration and ornament. Design
- NK1648 Religious art
- NK2200 Furniture
- NK2975 Tapestries. Wall hangings
- NK3600 Other arts and art industries
  - NK3700 Ceramics
  - NK5100 Glass
  - NK6400 Metalwork
  - NK8800 Textiles
  - NK9600 Woodwork

**NX Arts in general**
- NX280 Study and teaching
- NX414 Competitions. Exhibitions
- NX440 History
- NX50 Special subjects or topics
- NX650 Characters. Persons. Classes of persons and ethnic groups
- NX700 Patronage of the arts

For more information visit our website www.ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask at the service desk.
N Visual Arts
N61 Theory. Philosophy. Aesthetics of the visual arts
N84 Study and teaching. Research
N325 Art schools
N380 Study of the history of art
N400 Art museums. Galleries etc.
N4390 Exhibitions
N5190 Private collections and collectors
N380 Study of the history of art
N7429 Technique. Composition etc.
N7442 Collected writings
N7475 Art criticism
N7475 General works
N7480 Historiography
N7482 Biography and criticism of art critics and historians
N7560 Special subjects of art
N7575 Portraits
N7760 Mythology. Heroes. Legends
N7790 Religious art
N7810 Christian art
N7901 Special regions or countries
N8020 Special subjects
N8187 Icons (Eastern Church)
N8217 Other special subjects
N8510 Art studios. Materials etc.
N8554 Examination and conservation of works of art
N8600 Economics of arts
N8700 Art and the state. Public arts

NA Architecture
NA100 Architecture and the state
NA105 Preservation and restoration of architectural monuments
NA190 History
NA2500 General works
NA2500 Theory. Philosophy
NA2515 General treatises
NA2541 Architecture in relation to special subjects
NA2750 Architectural design
NA2835 Architectural details. Motives etc.
NA3310 Architectural decoration
NA3750 Mosaic. Tessellated work. Terrazzo work
NA3770 Ancient: Roman. Pompeian
NA3780 Ancient: Early Christian. Byzantine
NA4100 Special classes of buildings
NA4170 Classed by use
NA4170 Public buildings
NA4590 Religious buildings. Religious architecture
NA5201 Religious architecture of special countries
NA7100 Domestic architecture. Houses. Dwellings

NB Sculpture
NB1 Exhibitions. Museums. Collections
NB50 History
NB1203 Sculpture in special materials
NB1255 Wood. Driftwood
NB1285 Doors
NB1287 Special (by city or site)
NB1293 Sculpture special forms
NB1293 Portrait sculpture. Group portraits
NB1330 Sculptured monuments
NB1800 Sepulchral monument
NB1810 Sarcophagi
NB1910 Special subjects
NB1910 Religious subjects

NC Drawing. Design. Illustration.
NC15 Exhibitions. Museums and collections. Private collections
NC50 History
NC705 General works
NC960 Illustrations
NC1020 Books of reproductions of drawings

ND Painting
ND49 History
ND1130 General works
ND1259 Technique. Styles. Materials and methods (see also ND1470 – ND1620)
ND1288 Special subjects of painting
ND1300 Portraits. Group portraits
ND1340 Landscape painting
ND1390 Still life
ND1420 Other subjects
ND1430 Religious
ND1450 Genre
ND1460 Miscellaneous
ND1630 Examination and conservation of paintings
ND1635 Technical examination
ND2550 Mural painting
ND2560 Ancient
ND2575 Roman. Pompeian. Herculanean
ND2601 Special regions or countries
ND2755 Italy
ND2757 Vatican City